
DEMOGRAPHICS FATALITIES

SOCIAL BEHAVIOURAL

644,000
adults have paddled at least 
once in the past 12 months 47%

of regular paddlers are aged 
between 45 and 64 years

27%
of recreational boater fatalities 

since 2011 were paddlers

36
is the median age of 
deceased paddlers 

since 2000

  3x
the number of paddler 
deaths in the past five 
years compared to the 

previous five years

63%
of paddlers who 
died since 2000 

were not wearing or 
carrying a lifejacket

58%
of paddling fatalities since 2000 
occurred on inland waterways 100%

of deceased paddlers 
since 2000 had no means 

of raising the alarm

19%
of regular paddlers 
say they carry an 

emergency position 
indicator radio beacon 
(EPIRB) or a personal 
locator beacon (PLB)

59%
of regular paddlers believe 

they can handle most 
situations on the water

21%
of paddlers 

don’t tell anyone 
their plans

32
19

31%
of regular 

paddlers are 
alone on their 

usual trip

79%
of regular 

paddlers are male

35%
of paddling 

trips are taken 
by regular 
paddlers in 

winter

is the average number of paddling trips 
taken by regular kayakers each year

is the average number of 
boating trips taken by registered 
boat owners each year

 

taken by adults in the past 
12 months

4m PADDLING
TRIPS

32%
of paddling 

fatalities since 
2000 involved 
alcohol and/or 

drugs 

98%
of regular paddlers say 
‘know your paddling 
capability’ is the key 

to safe paddling

34%
of regular paddlers 

are self taught

4,850
registered EPIRBs 

and PLBs in Victoria  
Source AMSA (2014)

Source: Paddle craft fatalities in Victoria (2016) Coroners Court of Victoria
All numbers are estimates

Source: Paddle Safety Research - Population and convenience surveys (2016) Instinct and Reason
 Boating behaviour 2014 (2015) IPSOS

 

taken by registered 
boat owners each year

3.2mBOATING
TRIPS

VICTORIA'S PADDLING PROFILE

352,100
PERSONS OWN AT LEAST ONE 
PADDLE CRAFT COMPRISING:

own kayaks
own stand up paddle boards

(inc. 30,100 sit-on-top pedal kayaks)

82,000
221,500


